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Nicky Raynaud de Fitte

VERDICT & RATING
Verdict : Green Light

Final Rating : 38.5 out of 50

CONCLUSION
Our team reached the conclusion that the conditions for an English-language church plant in the Val
d’Europe area are very favorable. Various factors went into this final decision, but notably encouraging
were the potential for partnership with like-minded French churches as well as the existence of an
English-language population that will increase in the coming years.

Disney
The largest single factor that must be considered here is the presence of Disney. Disney has exclusive
rights to the development of this area, and has had this since 1987. Since this agreement was made,
the 5 cities that make up this commune have grown from 2,500 to what is now close to 40,000. So, the
great majority of residents are newcomers with many of them being internationals related to Disney.
The Val d’Europe area has grown up around the theme parks, and this includes significant commercial
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and residential areas all built according to Disney’s vision and ascetic. This gives the area a unique feel
amongst communities in France. Disney continues to have a big vision for the area, which includes an
immanent extension (2 Billion euros investment) to its studio park. A third park is to be added before
2035, which is the last year they have exclusive rights to developing the region. With this end date
looming, Disney will be intentional about their growth in the coming decade. For example, there are
also plans to invest in a tourism-related university that will bring in 10,000 students, who will be largely
international. The English-language population trends are already stronger than other areas of France,
and this will continue to grow in the coming years.

Potential Partners
A second factor important here is the presence of potential partners for an English church plant. Two
major allies here are Emmanuel International Church and the Eglise Protestante Baptiste du Val
d’Europe. Emmanuel is an English-language church in the western suburbs of Paris who has a vision to
plant English-language congregations in the Greater Paris area. The French church at Val d’Europe is
associated with Acts 29 and sees the need for an English-language work. A partnership between them
would be beneficial to both parties, both in terms of mission as well as sharing resources. The French
church has a nice building with a sizable rent cost, so an English church who came in and shared this
burden would bring more stability to the situation. While a partnership between these two groups is
very encouraging to the feasibility of a new church plant, intentional discussions would need to take
place regarding the nature of this partnership. Representatives from both groups were part of the
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feasibility study team who produced this report and demonstrated a desire to keep this work moving
forward.

Settling in
For a church planter who moved here, we think that this would be a smooth transition. There are
always difficulties that come with cross-cultural ministry, but amongst comparable contexts, we find
this opportunity to be one of the easier opportunities in many respects. The context is
English-language ministry among internationals in a community strongly influenced by Disney. The
town has a strong suburban feel, and many of the challenges that come with adjustment to life in Paris
might be easier here (especially for someone with an American background). Most of the doctors
speak English. That said, the team does think it important for the church planter to learn French, both
to get around (groceries, transportation, etc.) and for ministry purposes.
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Lack of English Schools
One notable negative to adjustment is the lack of schooling options in English. While many we
interviewed spoke about the demand for this, currently the only options are “English streams” in
French schools where a number of your lessons each week would be taught in English. While we think
there is potential in the coming years for an English-language school to take off, at the moment this is a
concern.

Profile of Church Planter
Concerning the profile of a planter who would enter this situation, we have heard a few thoughts. First,
having children is a great way to enter into the anglophone communities who often assemble around
the schools (French language schools). One city official said that 50% of the students have at least one
parent who is not French. Second, a planter needs to be flexible according to the irregular schedules of
Disney workers. While Disney workers do not seem to be overworked, their hours can be complicated
and often include Sundays. Third, someone who was going to make an impact into the
English-speaking workers at Disney would need to have a sensitivity to working with LGBT people, as
there are significant numbers in the area.

A Work Waiting to be Done!
The general consensus of the study group is that Val d’Europe is a work just waiting to be done. There
is a growing need in the area that no one is meeting. The closest gospel-preaching, English-language
churches are inside Paris, which would take over an hour transit at a minimum. There is a consistent
transient population from many different nations, so an English-language witness would have a global
impact. In addition to meeting the need to English speakers, this work would also serve as a significant
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missional opportunity to the French-speaking population, many of whom are interested in
English-language activities. In conclusion, the group gives this project a “green light” with a 38.5 out of a
perfect 50 rating.

STATISTICS
These official statistics (2015) are taken from l’INSEE (L'Institut national de la statistique et des études
économiques). As our study was for the Val d’Europe commune, we used the statistics from the towns
that make up this commune :
Magny-le-Hongre
Chessy
Serris
Coupvray
Bailly-Romainvilliers
Population : 32 491

Total area : 5 511 km2

Number of homes : 14 696

Employed (15-64 year olds): 81.62 % (compared to 71% for the whole of France)
Unemployment (15-64 year olds) : 8.54% (compared to 10% for the whole of France)
Val d'Europe is well served by public transport: the RER A train (which takes about 45 minutes into the
heart of Paris), it has a TGV station (high-speed train to the airport), and is on the A4 highway by car.
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According to Disneyland Paris News : Val d’Europe is home to 30,000 people, has a property portfolio,
50,000m² of town centre office space, a business park, and a shopping hub that is unique in France,
comprised of the Val d’Europe shopping centre and Vallée Village. Val d’Europe also boasts a university
campus with 1,400 students attached to the University of Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée, and France’s premier
high-speed train hub with 54 French and international cities served daily. Its proximity to Paris Charles de
Gaulle airport, its large business district and its research hub make Val d’Europe one of the 14 international
hubs of Grand Paris. According to the results of two studies conducted by the TNS Sofres and IPSOS research
institutes in 2015. Val d’Europe is a good place to live and work, residents’ attachment is rising, whilst the
companies established in this district are also very satisfied.
“One of the biggest successes in developing the district is having been able to make Val d’Europe an
exceptional destination by combining economic attractiveness and quality of life” — Francis Borezée, Vice
President, Property and Tourism Development.

INTERVIEWS
1. WENDY SAVILLE
Present at interview : Parker, Del, K.J., Kyrah, Nicky
Profile : British, teacher at “Wednesday School” (English after-school program), lived in the area 11
years, daughter at International school in English section, not a church member.
Opinions on Area : It’s a young area. There is constant building with the suburbs spreading out, very
international feel. There is a great interest in speaking English, films are often in English, some
sporting activities offered in English (to French speakers). There could be an interest in English activities
at a church for children. There is a mixture of expats and long term families, with easy integration for
English speakers. Many connect through Facebook groups like “English speakers in 77.”
Spiritual openness : English Christmas service was very well attended at the French church, but she
not sure about how open her circle of friends would be.
Wednesday School : m
 aternelle to college (Cambridge exams), lots of Asian families, 9-10 teachers, 2
managing the school, possibly 100 kids, mostly French kids learning English (so not meant for English
families who want activities in English).
Options for English kids : E
 cole Internationale Marne la Vallée (primary), Tabarly (but these are
bilingual schools, no schools for 100% English speakers with no French).
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City growth : currently 40 000 people - grow to 60 000 in next 20 years, BREXIT a concern (1,000 UK
employees in the park). Disneyland will be expanding with the creation of 2 new parks (Star Wars,
Marvel) soon.

2. DIANE RICARD
Present at interview : K
 .J., Nicky
Profile : church member, English speaking Korean / American, been in Marne la Vallée over 12 years.
Looked for an English-speaking church after feeling drawn back to Christ and came to Philip Moore’s
church because of his anglophone name. Her story encouraged us by asking, “How many other English
speakers are there in the area who never take the next step of connecting with a local church because
they can’t find one in English?” Diane returned to faith (and her husband eventually became a
Christian) because Philip Moore had “an English-sounding name” which encouraged Diane to reach
out.
How to reach English speakers : group called “Entre Amis” created by Disney expats. There is a return
of expats with 2 new parks opening.
Recommendations : Talk to the Bartlett's who organized events for young Disney employees. Eric and
Christiana Richardson are English speakers who are trying to plant French churches in the area.
They’ve been here for 7 years but have struggled with language and have had limited success. She also
mentioned that Nestlé will be leaving to the west of Paris.

3. GHISLAINE
Present at interview : P
 arker, Del, Kyrah
Profile : Chair of governors. International school and head of government relations at Disney.
Disney History and Figures : In 1987, Disney made an agreement with France to have exclusive rights
of development of the Val d’Europe region. This does not mean that they own the land, just that they
have developmental rights. This agreement ends in 2035.
Disney currently employs about 1,000 UK citizens, a number known because she is dealing with Brexit.
There are about 200 foreigners in the engineering department as well.
Area Development : S
 ince the development of Disney, the 5 towns in the immediate area have grown
from 500 people each to 38,000 altogether, and they expect it will grow to 60k by 2035. This number
does not count other significant communities near the area who travel into Val d’Europe for work and
shopping.
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There is a university in the area that is expanding currently to add new student housing. The university
is focused on tourism and will grow from 1,500 (current size) to 5,000.
Disney has plans to invest in a new university focused on tourism that will bring in 10,000 students for
the tourism industry. They are currently in discussion with a partner, though this partner is being
difficult and it is uncertain if they will be able to continue with them. This would not discourage Disney
from these plans, however, as they believe in this project enough to find another partner.
There is a new commercial center/mall being built. Already there is a large shopping center at Val
d’Europe as well as a high end outlet mall. This receives a significant amount of Asian tourists, and
there is a demand for more Asian workers at this mall.
Church building and Schools She thinks that getting land to build a church building would be
possible if someone wanted to go that route (which is not possible in other areas of Paris). There are a
few English-language education options, but she thinks there should be more. It is in high demand. On
education, she said Disney gets some resistance from the City governments when they want to build
residential areas because they have to keep up with them with their services (for example, build more
schools). She thought if someone wanted to start an English-language private school it would be
successful. Perhaps an idea for a Christian entrepreneur who wanted to support the church?

4. ALISON TOMMANY
Present at interview : Kyrah, Nicky
Profile : been working for Disney for 17 years (since she was 21 years old), lives in Bailly, would like to
attend an English-speaking church (she is seeking and would find a church in English easier to
understand).
Disney Info : A lot young English speakers (18-21 year-olds) on one-year contracts. They get Disney
accommodation for 6 months (then have to find their own accomodation). They communicate via
Facebook Disney groups. People apply for Disney jobs via auditions advertised in “Stage” magazine.
Brexit is a problem. She works 5 days a week with shifts from 7 am- 3.30, then 3.30 – 11pm. She has 2
days off that are fixed.
How to meet Disney people : Many used to meet at a pub in Magny le Hongre (which used to have
English-speaking quiz nights), now meet at King Ludwig (for happy hour) in Disney village. This is a
good place to meet English speakers.
Spiritual Openness : Christmas is a very lonely time and Alison feels this would be a good time to
reach out, she can speak openly about the Bible at Disney.
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5. MICHELLE BRITS
Present at interview : Parker, K.J., Paul, Abby, Del
Profile : art teacher at the International School
International School : 111 students (5-11) total, 5 or 6 families of native anglophone origin. They
have had lots of Spanish but not as much anymore. A lot of Polish, Vietnamese, and Russian now.
School has 3 hours per week of English lessons plus some other subjects that are taught in English (7
hours per week).
Pluses of living in the area : She likes living here, because it is less stressful than Paris; more green;
likes being able to wear colors. She hated the prohibition on smiling in the Paris metro. It’s more
culturally accepting here. It’s more like Village life with an International flavor; traffic is much better,
you can live here without driving too.
Biggest needs : h
 elp internationals with Frency paperwork; there is CPAM helpline for help with this.
Things that facilitate community and children’s activities.
Anglophone community : S
 ince 2011 there seems to be more anglophones. Many who come search
for Anglophone community (FB group “English Speakers 77”). Brexit is a factor for the future of British
population at Disney. There is a bubble to break in to find anglophones; Disney helps you get through
(Disney village).

6. MARIA AROULE
Present at interview : P
 arker, K.J., Paul, Abby, Nicky, Del, Kyrah
Profile : member of Del’s church, 3 children, started working in Disney in 1990, left and then started
again in 2008, she is “backstage” (in the office as opposed to out with the public), she works normal
office hours with weekend off.
Disney info : D
 isney has 16,000 employees (1,000 from England), mainly youngsters out front. New
people are employed throughout the year (as opposed to a big yearly or bi-yearly intake). There are
also seasonal workers for 3 month periods. She is not sure how work schedules would impact church
activities.
Spiritual Openness in Disney : She is allowed to use a room for prayer for free (<10 people meet). No
other Christian activity that she is aware of, and she is not sure how many English-speaking Christians
there are (she could try and investigate this). She might have avenues to communicate and advertise
an English-speaking church or event. She would be willing to pursue finding those avenues.
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Other Ideas And Discussions: The possibility of holding an English-speaking Easter service and seeing
the interest (Val d’Europe already have a very well attended Thanksgiving and Christmas Carol service 200 / 250 people) was discussed.

7. PATRICK SCHILLINGER
Present at interview : Parker, K.J., Paul, Abby, Nicky, Del, Kyrah
Profile : deputy major Magny-le-Hongre and logistics manager for Aeroports de Paris
Input as a deputy : H
 e has no visibility for growth of English population. No known projects for any
new English schools although he recognised the big need. A recent show of hands in classes in
different schools in Magny-le-Hongre revealed that around half of the children present were from
families where at least one parent was from abroad. The Aeroport Charles de Gaulle will be opening a
new Terminus in 2035. This should impact the local development as many people who work at Roissy
live in the area.
Learning English : No known English school for adults to learn English (like the Alliance Française) but
he said “parler anglais est aussi important que de savoir nager” (=speaking English is as important as
knowing how to swim). In Del’s opinion, affordable English lessons for adults would be hugely popular
and fill a real need (possible outreach?). There is a huge demand for English activities and ‘people will
do anything for their children to learn English’ .

8. PIERRE BOLDUC
Present at interview : Parker, K.J., Paul, Abby, Nicky
Profile : French Canadian, been involved in 4 church plants, leads Bible studies and preaches, church
elder at Val d’Europe and assisting with the Chelles church plant, wife is a teacher at International
school.
Need for an English Church : There are plenty of English speakers who could not participate in a
French-speaking church. Pierre said that they were encouraged by our interest in planting a church.
Ideal profile for a Planting Pastor : u
 nderstanding of French culture and especially the unusual
culture of Val d'Europe, openness, respectful, good relationship with the French church, heart for
homosexual community, ideally a French speaker.
Partnership : He preferred the idea of it being their mission to help the English-speaking church plant
rather than have their own English speaking service.
Concerns voiced :Parker and K.J. explained that we would like to partner with like-minded French
churches who want a symbiotic relationship that is not perceived as competition. We want to work in
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cooperation with French churches but reaching English speakers. The question was discussed, “How
would creating an English-speaking church impact the existing French church who has many English
speakers?” Pierre voiced a fear of the church being taken over by English speakers. So, we would need
to be sensitive. There were concerns the youth in the French church would want to join the English
church (although it was explained that this has not happened in either the Rueil or Ternes situations);
Good communication would be a challenge.
He would like to say that the French church is partnering with Emmanuel International Church to plant
an new English-speaking church. Not that EIC is helping them plant a new English service.
Spectrum Question : Q
 uestion was asked ‘on the spectrum of 1 church with 2 services (in 2 different
languages) on one side and 2 separate churches on the other side of the spectrum, which side should
we land on in a partnership?’ He replied that he would want 2 separate churches with their church
supporting what we would do rather than you supporting our work.
Their church building : 30 members, 100 attending with a 5,000€ rent. Looking at building their own
church building. A mission organization asked to rent office space which would help pay the rent.

9. PHILIP MOORE
Present at interview : Parker, K.J., Paul, Abby, Nicky
Profile : Northern Irish, pastor of Val d’Europe, been in France since 13 years, Northern Irish wife.
Director of Acts 29 Europe.
Need for English Church : English events have attracted great crowds, there is definitely an appetite
for English events. When they’ve had events, he reckons that encouragement to join small groups
could have easily followed on. He feels the time is ripe for English speaking ministry.
Partnership : No obstacles to starting an English-speaking work. A longer process would be needed to
assess the new works vision and how it aligns with the French church. It would be important that both
churches shared a philosophy of ministry and didn’t hinder each other’s vision. In the French church,
there can be an “allergy” to English, but it is mostly in the older generation. Philip thought our concern
for people leaving the French church for the English was not really founded. Most of the anglophones
in the French church are in the leadership and not likely to leave. Philip did think, however, that people
would like to help serve in the new church in ways that didn’t have them leaving the French church.
Spectrum question : Philippe would be excited at the idea of one church with an French and English
congregation in the future. But he thought the two-church model would be the way to go from the
beginning.
Ideal candidate : Put through an assessment process (Acts 29 or IBC’s). Having children would make it
easier to reach out in schools.
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